
Best Sydney Tiling Services- Tilers - Auburn
Waterproofing Mistakes To Avoid

Attempting to carry out bathroom waterproofing on your won without the basic and
proper knowledge can cause very costly waterproofing repairs and disruption to you

the homeowners.

Here are important mistakes and reasons why bathroom waterproofing fails that
you should take seriously.

 Attempting to do the waterproofing job yourself, yet having no experience and not
following the waterproofing material data sheet and application instructions.

 Giving the job to an unlicensed and unqualified person and not requesting
warranties for the job in writing.

 Floor and wall surfaces which can be concrete not prepared and primed
adequately before applying the waterproofing membrane material.

 Not leaving the waterproofing membrane material enough time to dry before
applying cement and sand bedding or gluing tiles to it.

 Inadequate sealing of floor to wall and wall to wall corner details.

 Not having the membrane turned up under the bathroom door area with an
aluminum or brass angle fixed into the floor first.. This is a very common mistake
and easily avoidable.

 Inadequate sealing around pipe and tap wall penetrations in shower cubicles and
bathtubs.

 Using the wrong type of glue for wall tiles, because the walls were waterproofed
with a polyurethane based waterproof membrane for example while the glue used
is acrylic based.

 Not reading the manufacturers data sheet for the material, or the instructions on
the side of the can, bucket, tube of sealant or other packaging that that
waterproofing materials come in.

Best Sydney Tiling Services in Auburn has a team of prompt, professional tilers and offer
quality services to provide best customer satisfaction. You can call them today to know

more about their services at 0406 665 760!
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